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Background 
Eff ective management of the public record is fundamental to the business of Government and assists agencies to: 

deliver effi  cient and eff ective customer services; 

manage their information asset; 

meet legal, evidentiary and accountability requirements; and 

maintain ‘corporate memory’ and the State’s archival heritage. 

What the performance examination found 
Agency record management practices have struggled to keep pace with developments in technology and frequent 

organisational changes. The support of an appropriate across government legislative and regulatory framework is also lacking. 

As a result, incomplete solutions to managing public records have been implemented. 

Although agencies examined had developed plans for managing public records, most had failed to adopt an integrated 

approach and plans are far from comprehensive. Typically the plans: 

exclude records critical to the agency and the State; and 

focus on paper records and disregard electronic records. 

Accountability for the management of public records is not clearly defi ned and staff  are not always aware of the signifi cance 

of their responsibilities. This creates additional risk during agency restructures and the inter-agency transfer of functions. 

Only a fraction of public records are covered by approved Schedules that legitimise the disposal and /or transfer of records to 

archives. Only 17 per cent of all State agencies have any Schedules at all and most of these do not include critical or electronic 

records. 

At both a State and agency level, therefore, there is limited assurance that public records are being adequately managed, 

although agencies were able to retrieve nominated critical records eff ectively. 

What the examination recommended 
The Government of Western Australia should: 

identify and appoint custodians for, its critical records; and 

update legislation governing public sector records management. 

Agencies should: 

identify and manage their core business records; 

develop and promulgate standards for electronic records; 

when contracting out services, specify record keeping requirements and standards within the contract; 

inform all staff  of their responsibilities and provide training; 

agree and document custody for records when transferring or amalgamating agency functions; 

include critical and electronic records on Schedules; and 

set performance standards for retrieving records. 


